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Abstract

The existence of synonymous codon biases across all taxonomic groups is a long standing problem in biology. While codon bias seems to be adequately explained by the maintenance of translation efficiency and accuracy in some organisms, there is still no adequate explanation of why codon biases universally track the intergenic gc content, as these regions of the genome would not be under selection pressures affecting translation. One part of the story may come from the triplet nature of codon in which each third position defines the minor groove width and thus affects the basic structure of the DNA by altering the intrinsic flexibility. In addition, this intrinsic flexibility, which is also GC dependent, play a major role on defining the phosphate linkages of the backbone conformation as well as participating with other binding molecules. Packaging such a type of information within the DNA sequence seems to be essential especially when observing such a variation of codon bias among organism. The potential existence of this form of 'architectural' information in the genome might also predict that evolutionary processes at the synonymous sites are not simply an accident, but it might indicate a fundamental connection between the biophysical aspects of DNA and usage of codons. In this thesis, I present a broad taxonomical analysis of the mutational impacts on the intrinsic flexibility of DNA among 26 prokaryotic genomes and investigate its relationship to entropy based codon bias gc content and protein conservation. I conclude that codon bias appears universally connected to the intrinsic flexibility of the genome especially for genomes with extreme GC contents. In all genomes, genes under strong purifying selection at the level of the protein appear to have constraints in the mutational impacts on DNA flexibility. This may reflect a fundamental limitation in ability of DNA to multiplex information at the levels of protein and nuclear architecture.
1. Introduction:

The triplet nucleotides that define the amino acid, or codons, are most well known as the represented as three letter base combinations assigned to independent cells in a codon lookup table. However, Codons do not actually ever exist in this apparent isolated state in the DNA sequence; instead they always exist in the linear context of a relatively stiff molecular polymer. Looking at the DNA sequence from a biophysical prospective has led us to understand more in drug discovery such as understanding the mechanisms of drug binding to a target protein or defining the structure-function relationships in proteins. Additionally, genomes also might include some biophysical attributes when observing the synonymous variation of codon usage. It is commonly known that 61 different codons encode only 20 amino acids in the translational process. Codon-bias, which is a dynamic and multi-scaled context in the genome architecture, is traditionally defined by the various frequencies of which a synonymous codon is observed to occur. There are multiple different ways to measure codon usage; the simplest is counting each specific codon frequency. To clearly and simply quantify codon-bias, Shannon Information Theory can be applied to count the weighted sum of relative entropy [3][24]. This phenomena has recently been linked to the mutational impacts of the intrinsic DNA flexibility in a yeast genome [4]. Ultimately, codons are as much defined by their phosphate linkages as by their nucleobase assignment. These linkages structurally also are very active in defining the genome architecture; therefore one possible functions of synonymous codon-biases are to specify the flexibility of the nucleotide sequence on top of genetic information in protein coding regions. By choosing a particular codon from another, genomes may control the accessibility of genes and whole-genome folding status through intrinsic flexibility; a level of structurally-encoded information that must be overlapped or multiplexed with genetic information. This introduces a fundamental problem of how genomes may multiplex the genetic information and this structural information defined through intrinsic DNA into the same molecular context of the DNA.
Intrinsic flexibility of the DNA is an essential characteristic of the double helix. In fact, flexibility is a regional quality of a genome, as some part of the genome tends to be stiffer and hence more accessible than others[5]. Every third nucleobase in DNA contributes significantly in these variations, and also defines the minor groove width of DNA structure [4]. All genomes experience multiple compacting processes in order to fit inside the small space of the bacterial cell or eukaryotic nucleus. In theory, flexibility probably should play crucial roles in these packaging processes since long stretch of DNA should have some resistance to molecular deformation due to the proximity of negative phosphate charges on the DNA backbone. Experimental data suggested that some stretches are more flexible than the other based on the sequence composition caused by electrostatics. Heddi et al. [12] proposed a widely accepted experimental scale that quantifies the intrinsic flexibility of the ten-dinucleotide conformations in terms of Twist, Roll and base pair displacement. In other words, the TRX (Twist, roll and x-displacement) scale, based on the reflection of BI/BII conformations, measures the average percentage of time that specific phosphate linkage (connecting two bases) resides in the BII conformation. To study DNA-protein interactions via the intrinsic flexibility; Heddi et al.[12] probed the DNA backbone in a solution with absence of protein and observed the phosphate group’s conformations in B-DNA using large Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) p31 chemical shifts then studied the structure. As a result, TRX provides a scale range from 0 (stiff dimer) to 42 (flexible dimer) for all 10 dimers. The most notable thing in this scale is the effect of GC base pairs, which relates also to DNA helical shape. Guanine-cytosine dinucleotide has a wider minor groove than other dimers which indicates more separations between phosphate groups therapy high flexible polymers. In addition, when either Guanine or cytosine exists in the dimer, its score tends to be higher on the scale. This scale, which contains noteworthy variations, can be used to understand the structural information of a genome; since flexibility has shown to play a major role in gene regulation and nucleosome positioning [5].
The discovery of the genetic code has shown that 61 possible codons can be used to express only 20 amino acids. This redundancy of expression allowed for most amino acids to be encoded by two to six different codons, known as synonymous codons. A wide variety of organisms uses different synonymous codons with different frequencies, a phenomenon which has been termed codon bias [13]. In addition, there is a wide variation on how bias codons are among organisms; some species tend to have very strong bias whereas others use different synonymous codons with similar frequencies [13]. Surprisingly, there is a long line of evidence that synonymous codon usage is under weak selection and thereby indicates a type of selection that is independent of the protein level. Even more startling, this variation occurs non-uniformly within a genome and/or from gene to gene. In 1982, M.Gouy and C.Gautier [10] speculated that natural selection contribute to that bias by presenting a correlation between codon usage and the gene expression level in Escherichia coli. Later on, many scientists believed that codon bias enriches both efficiency and accuracy of the protein expression; driven eventually by selection. These translational efficiencies are well known to be important, however none of that explains why codon bias tracks the intragenic GC content [13]. Using a complete genomic set across all organisms (Prokaryotes, archaea, and eukaryote), [13] presented a strong correlation between GC content and codon bias.

Although GC content has been linked to many biological processes such as determination of coding regions, the complete nature of this variation has not been completely understood. Given the recent discoveries by Heddi et al. it would seem that bending and twisting the DNA seems to be largely defined by the level of guanine-cytosine, which eventually affects the backbone conformation. So this may help to explain the very nature of selection on GC content and codon bias. Intrinsic flexibility plays a curial role in protein interaction and packaging DNA (supercoil) which indicates a need to a potential control this type of information. This information may have coincided with the genetic information contained in the code and thus can be inferred
from the triplet nature of the codon. (Itzkovitz and Alon)[15] suggested that a DNA sequence (or more specifically the universal genetic code) carries arbitrary parallel codes within it by studying alternative genetic codes. Unfortunately, the natures of these parallel codes are still ambiguous and unknown. The goal of this research is to understand the structural information (intrinsic flexibility) specifically on the synonymous sites that are encoded in a DNA sequence to demonstrate the nature of these multiplexed data. We used 24 Bacterial and Archaean genomes that given as multiple alignments of orthologs genes to detect the mutational impacts in the flexibility using an evolutionary timescale. We hypothesize that the DNA sequence encompasses structural information in a multiplexed form by maintaining the genome flexibility at synonymous sites using codon bias. Specifically, we investigated whether selection on the protein-coding level (i.e. dN/dS) is interacting with the mutational impacts on DNA flexibility, especially at synonymous sites where the third base position may actively define the width of the DNA's minor groove.
2. Material and Methods

2.1 Overview

By placing pure B-DNA in solution, the phosphate (p) linkages of a backbone can be one of two molecular conformations, BI or BII. These two conformations differ structurally only in the torsion angles identified as $\varepsilon$ and $\zeta$. Figure 1 illustrates the disparity of BI and BII with CpA dinucleotide where $\varepsilon - \zeta = -90$ in BI while in BII $\varepsilon - \zeta = +90$. Based on these properties of B-DNA, TRX scale [4] quantifies the intrinsic flexibility of ten dinucleotide conformations in terms of twist, roll and base pair displacement. Moreover, TRX measures the average percentage of time that specific p linkages, which connect two bases, remain in the infrequent BII conformation. This scale constructed using large nuclear magnetic resonance dataset based on p31 chemical shifts. Higher the score is, more flexible the dimer. For example, CpG dinucleotide is the most flexible dimer with score of 43 while the average score of all the ten dimers is 21. Table1 show the scores of the ten different dimers with pyrimidine-purine (YR) order for a given dimer. TRX illustrates the effect of the base composition towards DNA flexibility (higher GC content accompanied with more flexibility). This analysis takes the advantages of this flexibility scale in order to examine mutational impacts in Bacterial and Archaea organisms.

![BI and BII conformations of CpA dinucleotide](image)

*Figure 1: BI and BII conformations of CpA dinucleotide [12]*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimer</th>
<th>pyrimidine-purine</th>
<th>TRX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CpG:CpG</td>
<td>YR:YR</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CpA:TpG</td>
<td>YR:YR</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GpG:CpC</td>
<td>RR:YY</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GpC:GpC</td>
<td>RR:YY</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GpA:TpC</td>
<td>RR:YY</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TpA:TpA</td>
<td>YR:YR</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApC:GpT</td>
<td>RR:YY</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApT:ApT</td>
<td>RR:YY</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: DNA flexibility measured by TRX, pyrimidine-purine (YR) description of a given dimer [12],[4]

By looking at the changes in DNA flexibility (dTRX) that occur over time, analysing mutational impact for a certain genome can be applied. Evolution as a concept is the key to use time as a tool to detect changes in DNA sequences in any organism.

PAML [26] is a package of programs that use Maximum Likelihood algorithm to apply multiple evolutionary analyses. One of these programs is Basmel.exe which allows us to assemble ancestral sequences using model-based likelihood approach (Joint Reconstruction) [26] for specific aligned genes of a given organism. ATGC [20], which is a database for closely related Prokaryotic and Archaea genomes, is the data source of the extant sequences in this analysis. To assemble the ancestral sequences from Basmel using ATGC data structure, phylogenetic trees for specific clusters of genes for particular organism is required. MEGA-CC [17] is the other evolutionary software is used to obtain trees by applying multiple algorithms such as Neighbor Joining (NJ) [9]. It allows batch processing of multiple clusters of orthologous genes that represent a cluster of genomes for specific Prokaryotes or Archaea.
Flexibility of any given codon is defined as the sum of the scores for four phosphate linkages. A base substitution in any position of a given codon often causes an alteration in flexibility. Specifically, when the substitution occurs in the first or third position of a codon, both external and internal linkages change. Therefore, to calculate the overall TRX for a codon, both internal and external linkages scores are required. In this comparative genome analysis, we define the mutational impact on the codon as the following:

**Formula(1):**

\[
dTrx_{\text{Codon}} = (E1^{\text{rx}} + E2^{\text{rx}} + I1^{\text{rx}} + I2^{\text{rx}})_{\text{ancestral}} - (E1^{\text{rx}} + E2^{\text{rx}} + I1^{\text{rx}} + I2^{\text{rx}})_{\text{extant}}
\]

Where:
- \(E^{\text{rx}}\): TRX score for external linkages.
- \(I^{\text{rx}}\): TRX score for internal linkages.

A Java code has been implemented to categorize six classes of substitution: synonymous, non-synonymous, synonymous/transition, synonymous/transversion, non-synonymous/transition and non-synonymous/transversion. Additionally, it averages the mutational impacts across multiple Prokaryotes and Archaea genomes. Multiple Perl/Java scripts have been implemented to batch process and control the three major programs in a single run as shown in figure 2.

![Flow chart for method implementation](image)

*Figure 2: Flow chart for method implementation*
2.2 Data Set

“ATGC (Alignable Tight Genomic Clusters) is a database of closely related microbial genomes optimized for micro evolutionary research [20]”. This database includes more than 30 Prokaryotes and Archaea genomes, which vary in size from 9MB to less than 1MB for a file. There are multiple ways for ATGC to display their genomes’ clusters. One format is pre computed multiple alignments of orthologous Open Reading Frames (ORF) of a specific genome. The objective of this analysis is to obtain the multiple alignments for each orthologous gene in a specific taxon; then these are utilized in the construction the ancestral sequences. Unfortunately, ATGC only provides the data for the whole clusters of genes for a specific taxon. Another Java code was devised and implemented in order to divide ATGC raw clusters of genes from one file into separate files that contain specific gene alignments. For example, Bacillus has 1940 different files of orthologous genes after the separation using this script. ATGC uses SynCogID as pointer for each gene cluster, which is the same pointer used to assign genes to each file. In order to analyze any genome, it is crucial that this preprocessing step be performed before any subsequent steps are attempted.
2.3 Phylogenetic Trees

In order to obtain the ancestral sequences using PAML, phylogenetic trees for each cluster of genes for an organism are required. Molecular Evolutionary Genetic Analysis (MEGA) is a tool that provides multiple evolutionary analyses such as aligning sequences or creating phylogenetic trees. It was designed specifically for any biologist to reconstruct the evolutionary histories of species using the statistical Maximum Likelihood approach. Evolutionary trees in this program are constructed by applying a matrix of pairwise distances using a maximum composite likelihood approach by Neighbor Joining and BIONJ algorithms [9] [26] on nucleotide sequences. MEGA computational core (MEGA-CC) is a newly optimized version of MEGA that enable researchers to funnel the analysis through many kinds of scripts. Most of the important features of MEGA, such as the construction of maximum likelihood trees, are available in the computational core version. A short Perl script (GetTrees.pl) was written and implemented to transport all clusters of genes from the targeted genome into MEGA-CC in order to enable it to construct multiple phylogenetic trees. To batch process MEGA-
CC, the ‘analysis preferences’ dialog box or (MEGA-proto.exe) should be setup with the targeted settings in a .mao file type. (GetTrees.pl) causes MEGA-CC control file ‘.mao’ (which contains the desired settings for certain analysis) to run repeatedly using Windows command prompt for all gene clusters. Figure 4 shows the control file settings that are used to construct Maximum Likelihood trees for all data.

![Figure 4: Maximum Likelihood tree analysis preferences using MEGA-CC](image)

As with most of the other softwares, MEGA-CC has a formatting requirement for all input alignments. Unfortunately this format (also named MEGA) is slightly different from the targeted data set from ATGC (which is in FASTA format). In order to batch process MEGA-CC, another Java script was devolved to convert the input alignments from FASTA to MEGA format before constructing the phylogenetic trees. This means for execution in this analysis, there are two pre-processing steps: gene separation and format conversion. As a result, multiple trees (.nwk files) can be assembled and utilized as the second required input to PAML in order to create ancestral sequences.
2.4 Ancestral Reconstruction

This project intends to look for the mutational impact that occurs during evolution by comparing ancestral sequences with extant sequences of a certain organism. Basmel is one program from the PAML package that is designed for phylogenetic analyses of DNA or protein sequences. One important feature of this program is that it generates ancestral sequences using the joint reconstruction approach from the extant sequences provided [26], which fits perfectly with this analysis. In addition to the extant sequences, Basmel requires the corresponding phylogenetic tree as a second input in order to form the ancestral sequences. According to Zhang [26], the accuracy of generating ancestral sequences using PAML is higher than other methods such as Parsimony method. The previous section described how to generate phylogenetic trees using MEGA-CC. This section is concerned with linking each specific tree with its corresponding extant sequences and then running them through Basmel.exe. This has been achieved by devising a Perl script (GetAnces.pl) that manages and maps each .nwk tree with its extant sequences and then executes Basmel.exe to construct their ancestral sequences.

Figure 5 shows a State diagram of the GetAnces.pl script that batch processes basmel.exe and assembles the ancestral sequences for each group of synteny blocks. There are two important files (Phylip.txt and basmeltree.tree) that need to be updated with targeted sequences and trees in each cycle. Basmel.exe stores and creates the ancestral sequences and stores them in the .rst control file. GetAnces.pl starts by creating a sub-folder to collect all ancestral sequences. The sequence headers are used to map each extant sequence to its corresponding phylogenetic tree and then the mapped tree kept in basmeltree.tree. In addition, a copy of the aligned genes is transferred to Phylip.txt. In the final step for each cycle, the ancestral sequences are copied from the .rst control file to the sub-folder.
2.5: DNA flexibility engine

As mentioned previously, the main goal of this analysis is to look for the differences in the TRX value (caused by mutations) and occur between the ancestral and extant sequences. The flexibility of a codon is defined as the sum of four TRX scores, which are from two internal and two external phosphate linkages. When mutation occurs in the extant codon, the differences among the TRX scores will indicate gaining or losing flexibility across the codon. Figure 6 shows an example of how a mutation can cause a change in the total TRX value for a codon. Calculating \( \text{dTRX} \) (see formula (1)) in this example shows a negative TRX value (-3), which indicates an increase in the flexibility. However, if the difference is a positive value, it will denote stiffening or losing flexibility in the codon. On the other hand, the reason we need to compute the four linkages for each codon is that when a mutation occurs in the first or the third position of the codon, it will cause a change in the total TRX score for both external and internal linkages. As a result, evolutionary constraint could be visualized by averaging the changes in the total TRX across each gene for a whole genome of Prokaryotes or Archaea.
To analyze evolutionary constraint, dTRX across the genomes has been calculated using six different classes of substitutions (synonymous, non-synonymous, synonymous/transition, synonymous/transversion, non-synonymous/transition and non-synonymous/transversion). Synonymous mutations are “silent changes”, which means the amino acid product is always the same when substitution occurs in the codon, while non-synonymous changes alter the amino acid product. Transition substitutions are the interchange of purines bases (A→G) or pyrimidines bases (C→T) which are less likely to result in amino acid alteration. Conversely, transversion mutations are exchanges of purine to pyrimidine bases or vice versa. Each class of substitutions will assist understanding the evolutionary constraint across the genome in a broad sense (see discussion). In this case, there is a need to develop a code that classifies each type of mutation by looking at the translated amino acid then perform dTRX calculations.

Using Java SE platform and the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) eclipse, an object-oriented based code has been written to calculate the mutational impacts using TRX. To apply the mathematical operations described above and classify each type of mutation for specific sequence, a class (named GeneInfo) has been constructed to store the information needed for any object used in the main class ‘operation’. Each object represents all the results needed for each sequence such as total TRX value or the number of substitutions. The first step when running this code, involves
loading the input sequences from a text file into the code variables. Next, AnalyszeSeq() calculates all required analyses for a sequence such as the number of substitutions or their positions. AnalyszeSeq() uses sub-functions that calculate the total TRX score, classify synonymous or non-synonymous mutations and decides whether the mutation is transitional or transversional. Figure 7 shows a UML class diagram for this code while table 2 shows the description of the major functions. To ensure optimal results, gap mutations have been ignored and multiple error detection methodologies have been applied to decrease the margin of error.

*Figure 7: UML class diagram for TRX engine*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LoadInputSequences (geneInfo)</td>
<td>Load input dataset from txt file and create objects and send each sequence to Analyze seq</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnalyzeSeq (string,string,geneInfo)</td>
<td>Receive two string and apply TRX analysis</td>
<td>Fill geneInfo with required information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CalculateTRX (GeneInfo, char[])</td>
<td>Receive Subsequence ‘5 pase long’ and calculate TRX for this codon.</td>
<td>Return TRX value for specific mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRXTable(char[])</td>
<td>Used by CalculateTRX() for TRX calculation</td>
<td>TRX value for specific dimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonmous(geneInfo, char[])</td>
<td>Check whether mutation synonymous or non- synonymous</td>
<td>Set object with correct value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition (geneInfo, char[])</td>
<td>Check whether mutation is transition or transversion</td>
<td>Set object with correct value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Description for the major functions in this class*
3. Results:

To test the hypothesis that DNA flexibility and codon bias potentially interacts with evolutionary processes acting at the protein level, the results were analyzed at three levels across multiple prokaryotes and achaea genomes. To describe the relationship between codon bias, mutational impact on the flexibility and GC content, we needed to look at the gene level first. The main focus of the second part is to examine fundamental constraints on the protein level evolution related to DNA flexibility at a whole genome level. One major concern of this analysis is to explore the variations at genome level of multiple organisms, and look for evidence of a fundamental relationship between codon bias and the averages of the mutational impacts on the flexibility.

3.1 Strong evidence in constraint on the synonymous sites between protein evolution and mutational impacts on intrinsic DNA polymer flexibility

It is commonly known that “the ratio of the number of Non synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site (dn) to the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (ds), [wiki]” $dn/ds$ is used to infer the direction of natural selection (i.e. selective pressure). A higher ratio indicates selective pressure or positive selection on a specific gene while a lower value indicates functionally conserved genes (i.e. stable selection). We found that there is a fundamental constraint on the genes that have higher selection pressure when looking at the mutational impact on the flexibility in all the data set. Among these data, figure 8 shows example plots of four different genomes that vary in codon bias entropy and gc content. The upper half of each set in figure 8 shows the mutational impacts on synonymous site (left) and non-synonymous sites (right) while the lower half of the graphs represent the evolutionary part for both synonymous (left) and non synonymous sites (right). Bacillus (figure 8 a), which has low codon
bias and low GC content, presents these selections on the mutational impacts; genes with higher 

(training) on synonymous sites tend to be more neutral while non synonymous sites are variable for 

(high training) values. The same selection is presented for the rest of the data as in: 1. Yersinia (figure 

8b) low codon bias and average GC content, 2.Pseudomonas (figure 8c) showed extreme codon 

bias and high GC content and 3.Prochlorococcus (figure 8d) presented with extreme codon bias 

and low GC content. In addition, genomes with extreme codon bias tend to gain (with high GC 

content) or lose (with low GC content) flexibility on the synonymous sites through time as it been 

shown in figures 8c,d.

3.2 Essential relationship between the average deviation in the flexibility with both 
codon bias and GC content in genomic level

When looking at the final maps of the average mutational impacts for each genome and 

linking that to both Codon bias and GC content, fundamental correlation is presented. As some 

genomes tend to gain or lose flexibility, under the sub-optimal value (average TRX ) genomes 

deviate at that point and correlate with codon bias variation. Figure 9a, shows this essential 

relationship as deviating from the middle point which indicates higher codon bias in both 

situations with r=0.72. On the other hand, as a reflection of the TRX scale itself, an unblemished 

relationship between GC content and mutational impact in the intersic flexibility shown in figure 

9b.
Figure 8: Fundamental constraints between protein evolution (dN/dS) and mutational impacts on intrinsic DNA flexibility (dTRX) or genome architecture. Example plot sets are shown for two genomes with low codon bias (A) Bacillus and (B) Yersinia, and two genomes with extreme codon bias; (C) Pseudomonas = high GC and (D) Prochlorococcus = low GC. Within each plot set, genes functionally conserved at the protein-level (i.e. low dN/dS) are shown in black, while genes adaptively altered at protein level are shown colored. Mutational impacts on flexibility (dTRX) are shown separately for synonymous sites (left side of plot set) and non-synonymous sites (right side of plot set). dTRX for transitions and transversion are separated in the upper plots of each set.
Figure 9: A fundamental relationship between intrinsic DNA flexibility (TRX score), genomic GC content and entropy-based codon bias. (A) Prokaryotic genomes with uncharacteristically stiff or flexible genome architecture, and thus deviating from the middle of the TRX scale, demonstrate increased codon bias. (B) The relationship between GC content and intrinsic DNA flexibility at the genomic level is particularly pronounced, reflecting the trends easily observed in the TRX scale itself, where flexibility increases with GC containing dinucleotides.
4. Discussion:

In recent years, an understanding of the process of protein translation has developed dramatically; specifically by showing codon usage pattern is related to protein synthesis efficiency and caused by selection. However, the exact relationship between natural selection and codon bias usage is not visible yet. One study [7] suggested that Codon usage in prokaryotes is associated strongly with the bacteria’s lifestyle. They used 699 different types of bacteria to study the variation of usage in codon bias and concluded that “organisms living in multiple habitats, including facultative organisms, mesophiles and pathogenic bacteria, exhibit high extents of codon usage bias[7]”. Some types of bacteria vary from others in codon bias and that is supported in another study by (Singer and Hickey)[23] who found some pattern of codon usage at the synonymous sites in Thermophilic prokaryotes. Indeed, this variation in codon bias among these organisms might indicate some structural information encoded within the DNA sequence other than genetic code and that these structural characteristics of genes and even whole genomes may in some ways relate to the thermodynamics and chemistry of the organisms environment. Taken as a whole, our results suggest that Prokaryotes and some Achaea encode specific structural information within their genomes and rely upon codon bias to maintain the flexibility of their genome. The results indicated that there is clear evidence that codon bias appears as a selective force that drives the shape of the genome by maintaining its flexibility, which seems to be correspondent overall to (Botzman and Margalit)[7] conclusion. Although some strains of bacteria are highly variable on the way they live within each group, the type of data we used in this study was a cluster of genomes for each type, which allowed us only to test these bacteria as a whole. As a general trend, bacteria that live in multiple environments tend to have higher codon bias; and although we did not test this directly, we believe they do that to manage certain flexibility to facilitate backing and folding their DNA within certain environment.
4.1 Genes that are functionally conserved at the protein level encounter evolutionary constraints that limit the evolution of DNA flexibility

One long debate in the scientific community is whether synonymous mutations are neutral or not. Multiple studies [13] indicated that “silent changes” disturb the efficacy of protein translation; while some codon usage patterns translated faster and more accurately than others. However, these findings do not explain the general trends reported by Hershberg and Petrov [13] indicating that codon biases in all organisms trend to strongly track intergene GC content. If selection at the level of translation was solely responsible for codon bias evolution, then why would any property of non-coding regions be related so strongly and uniformly to existing codon bias. Our findings illustrate some important properties of these synonymous changes by observing the average mutational impacts on DNA flexibility for each gene in broad scale. First, for each genome, we plotted the average mutational impacts for transition and transversion mutations to observe the higher scale of mutational impact. No clear patterns clearly appeared for non-synonymous sites; however, synonymous sites showed a strikingly common trend of having more much variation in dTRX, the mutational impact on flexibility, in genes functionally conserved at the protein level (i.e. low dN/dS). In genomes with highly skewed GC content and strong codon biases, genes with low functional constraint at the protein level (i.e. high dN/dS) always clustered towards zero dTRX, even when the genomic average dTRX was strongly positive or negative. For example, the high GC Pseudomonas genome (figure 9c) showed some overall shifts toward gaining more flexibility in the synonymous sites of these genes while the high AT genome of Prochlorococcus marinus(figure 9d) had an opposite overall shift toward losing flexibility. These general mutational shifts in the flexibility clearly indicate some basic constraints between evolution occurring at the levels of protein and genome architecture (i.e. flexibility) which have taken place in these genomes over time. Non-synonymous sites do not
have the same property; there is almost no difference between conserved genes and selected genes. We assume that synonymous sites, which fall largely at third base positions, are more affected because of their general involvement in influencing flexibility through their defining of the minor groove width...previously noted. The possibility that synonymous sites may actually have some function in this process provides a possible explanation for why synonymous sites appear to be subject to weak natural selection in most genomes.

4.2 Codon bias is what allows genomes to obtain specific general levels of flexibility

Lastly, we demonstrated a fundamental relationship between intrinsic flexibility and codon bias entropy. Observing the scatter plot of the final averages of flexibility for each genome and linking that to their genome average codon bias, the strong associations of TRX score and codon bias actually reflect around the mid-point of the TRX scale. Genomes with uncharacteristically stiff or flexible genome architecture deviate from the middle point of the TRX scale (average scores of 10 different types of dinucleotide) and correlate well with codon bias entropy on both sides. This clearly demonstrates the strong association in codon bias with flexibility and supports previous single gene findings. In addition, genome-wide GC content and DNA flexibility are extremely well correlated indicating that codon biases are probably designed towards GC or AT preferences at the third codon positions [13]. We have extended the interpretation of the significance of genome-wide GC content by linking it directly to dynamical properties of the DNA itself. These strong correlations allowed us to demonstrate that a codon bias variation in prokaryotes is highly related to genome flexibility. Some bacteria tends to have either stiffer or flexible genomes which is probably based on the environment that needs a specific genome structure; thus codon bias would be the optimal tool to acquire that.
5. Conclusion:

In recent years, we have been able to observe and sequence many genomes with a wide variety of structural nuclear architectures across a broad array of life on this Earth. DNA sequence, as we know, is the fundamental basis for life and yet we are still learning very important things about it. Moreover, understanding the structural variations in the DNA double helix among organisms, and how it relates to Codon bias provide valuable keys to discovering the extra information encoded within each sequence; thus opening new areas of research aimed toward unlocking more mysteries regarding the many patterns discovered within genomes by modern bioinformaticists. One way we can define these structural variations is through flexibility or how much we can bend or twist this tiny and important molecule. In this study, we tracked the mutational impacts in the flexibility for a large spectrum of 22 prokaryotes and 2 Achaea clusters of genomes and observed a fundamental relationship with codon bias. We conclude as has been noted by others working recently along similar lines, that DNA actually has a tremendous capacity to encode for its own packaging and regulation in the cell[2]. Furthermore, and by using codon bias to affect its flexibility DNA can directly control how easily this relative stiff molecular polymer can be packed within the prokaryotic cell and probably eukaryotic chromatin as well.
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Appendix:
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2. Brucella-Ochrobactrum
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3. *Campylobacter*

![Campylobacter Graphs](image)
4. *Chlamyphila pneumonia*
5. *Francisella tularensis subsp*

![Graphs showing comparison of selected versus nonselected samples for dTRX for syn ty and nonsyn ty, and gene average dTRX at synonymous and nonsynonymous sites.](image-url)
6. Haemophilus influenzae

![Diagrams showing data plots for Haemophilus influenzae](image-url)
7. *Listeria sp*
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8. Methanococcus maripaludis
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9. Mycobacterium sp
10. *Nitrobacter*

**Nitrobacter**
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Prochlorococcus marinus
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12. *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*

![Graphs showing dTRX for syn and nonsynTv](image)
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13. *Pseudomonas syringae*
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14. Pseudomonas sp

![Pseudomonas sp graphs](image-url)
15. *Rhodobacter sphaeroides*

![Graphs showing data for Rhodobacter sphaeroides](image)

- *dTRX for syn Tv*
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- *dN/dS*
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16. *Rickettsia*

![Graphs showing data for Rickettsia](image)

*Figure: Scatter plots showing the relationship between dTRX and dN/dS for syn and nonsynonymous sites. The plots are colored by different selection pressures.*
17. *Shewanella sp*
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18. *staphylococcus pneumoniae*
19. staphylococcus
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20. *Streptococcus pyogenes*
21. Vibrio cholera
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22. Vibrio sp
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23. *Xanthomonas sp*
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**Gene average dTRX at nonsynonymous sites**
24. Yersinia